Additional Changes for R97064D

Nomination (1.4.1)
Data Element Xref to X12
The row “BC nu BC Maximum Rate Indicator” should be modified to “BC BC nu Maximum Rate Indicator”

Sample X12
In the Sample ASC X12 Transaction for the Pathed Model, the last LCD row should read, “LCD*1*MQ***DR*D11111111”.

X12 Mapping
BGN Segment (position 0200), element BGN02, add element note “The nomination number assigned by the nomination originator.”

BGN Segment (position 0200), element BGN03, add element note “The nomination issue date.”

Transaction Set Tables
In the “N9 Segments (Sub-detail - N1 Loop)” table, for the Upstream Contract Identifier where “Usage when CS05 = ‘U’”, the usage should read “BC1” instead of “BC2”.

In the “LQ Segments (Sub-detail - N1 Loop)” table, for the Receipt Rank (Priority) where “Usage when CS05 = ‘T’”, the usage should read “SO1” instead of “SO”.

In the “LQ Segments (Sub-detail - N1 Loop)” table, for the Delivery Rank (Priority) where “Usage when CS05 = ‘P’”, the usage should read “SO2” instead of “SO1”.

In the “LQ Segments (Sub-detail - N1 Loop)” table, for the Delivery Rank (Priority) where “Usage when CS05 = ‘T’”, the usage should read “SO2” instead of “SO”.

Request for Confirmation (1.4.3)
X12 Mapping
BGN Segment (position 0200), element BGN03, add element note “The confirmation request issue date.”

Confirmation Response (1.4.4)
X12 Mapping
BGN Segment (position 0200), element BGN03, add element note “The confirmation response issue date.”

Scheduled Quantity (1.4.5)
X12 Mapping
BGN Segment (position 0200), element BGN02, add element note “The scheduled quantity number assigned by the scheduled quantity document originator.”

BGN Segment (position 0200), element BGN03, add element note “The scheduled quantity issue date.”
**Scheduled Quantity for Operator (1.4.6)\n**
**X12 Mapping\n**
BGN Segment (position 0200), element BGN02, add element note “The number assigned by the scheduled quantity document originator.”

BGN Segment (position 0200), element BGN03, add element note “The scheduled quantity issue date.”